In the theory of nonparametric minimal surfaces there is a transformation which replaces a minimal surface by a certain type of convex surface. Construction of this transformation depends on the exactness of certain differential one-forms, a consequence of the minimal surface equation. In this article analogous systems of (n-l)-forms are introduced on a minimal w-hypersurface. This leads to new tensors and to relations between them. Let u -u(x, y) satisfy the minimal hypersurface equation
It is known (see Radό [6] , pp. 57-60) that if we set and by Jorgens [4, Th. 2] , U must be a quadratic polynomial if u is defined on the whole plane. This yields another proof of Bernstein's theorem. Nitsche [5] gave an alternative proof of Jorgen's result, Flanders [2] pushed the proof, not the theorem, to ^-dimensions, and Calabi [1] pushed Jorgen's theorem to five dimensions with smooth-84 HARLEY FLANDERS ness requirements. This paper is a partial attempt to extend the formal transition from u to U to more than two dimensions.
The mean curvature of the graph of u is 3 (See Flanders [3, p. 126] .) This graph is a minimal hypersurface if H= 0, i.e.,
We introduce the matrices We note that B and this matrix cof B are positive definite. We next establish the relations
(3.6) da = dp A du ,
For convenience we shall set
When there is no danger of misinterpretation we shall omit the wedge (Λ) in exterior products. Finally we use the abbreviation dτ = dx 1 dx n for the volume element of E n . We next introduce the usual star (adjoint operator) *. (See Flanders [3, .) With this we have
The components of the vector *dx are the (n -l)-forms
We seek the corresponding expressions in the a { . We introduce the notation
Now /\ n~ι B is the matrix of (n -l)-rowed minors of the (symmetric) matrix B. Alternating the signs changes this to cof B, hence
Proof. By (3.11) By (3.4) and (3.8), α* Λ 'dp = (*dx)(cof
TFβ have
Proof. We have wdw = p ι dp -pR ι dx
We avoid some signs by transposing and have
Equation (3.14) follows.
We now state the main result of this section. 
// the graph of u is a minimal hypersurface, then
(±a*) = 0 .
We close this section with the proof of one other relation :
By (3.5),
(w 2 du)a* = p taa* = p{a x . a n ) .
But a, a n = IB \ dτ = w 2 dτ and (3.16) follows.
4* Minimal hypersurfaces* In this section we assume u is defined on a contractible domain and that M{u) = 0 so that the graph of u is a minimal hypersurface.
By the corollary above, each of the (n -l)-forms
THEOREM 3. i^or eαcΛ i, j we have
Proof. We multiply the relation (3.7) by a, a, άj a n to derive (α : άi άj a^iμ^Xi + α. dxy) = 0 , and the result follows.
COROLLARY.
There exist (n -l)-forms η iS such that
There are too many choices of the α^ and )^ . We should expect progress on Bernstein's Theorem in higher dimension if a way were found of limiting these forms to families with finitely many parameters.
To take one step in this direction we use the operators <5, A. (See Flanders [2] 
These formulas verify the well-known fact that on a minimal hypersurface each of the euclidean coordinate functions x lf , x n , u is harmonic. This is obtained by a direct calculation which hinges on the following readily checked relations : In this notation the relations (4.3) become
Combined with the skew-symmetry of a ijk in the second and third indices, this yields in the usual way (5.9) a ijk -%AL ox ι where (5.10) c ίjkl = -(-δiiΛi + δi*ii -6*iji) Δ These relations imply
The skew-symmetries in (5.7) thus are equivalent to These are easy consequences of (5.14) and (5.7). The relations (5.15), (5.17), (5.18) span all relations in the h's. To see this we must count dimensions. The space of tensors (6) subject to (5.7) has dimension n 2 (n -l) 2 /4. The nullity of the mapping (6) -> (h) given by (5.14) is determined by finding independent solutions of
where we abbreviate (ijkl) = b ijkl .
We need consider only (ijkl) where i < j and k < I, using (5.7) to determine the others. By hence we are free to choose only one of these. We thus have s( ^ j degrees of freedom in choosing (ijkl) with three distinct indices. If there are four distinct indices, say 1, 2, 3, 4, the quantities we consider are these six: (1234) , (1324) , (1423) , (2314), (2413) , (3412) .
The relations (5.19 ) are seen to yield two independent relations amongst these :
(1234) + (3412) - (2314) - (1423) This means that with all indices distinct we have 4( n * j degrees of freedom. Thus the desired nullity is and the rank equals dimension of the (h) space is
On the other hand, the space of (h) tensors subject to (5.15), (5.17) , and (5.18) has precisely the same dimensions. To see this we use (5.15) and (5.17) 
